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A B S T R A C T   

Hypothesis: There is a lack of understanding of the interplay between the copolymer composition profile and 
thermal transition observed in aqueous solutions of N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM) copolymers, as well as the 
correlation between this transition and the formation and structure of copolymer self-assemblies. 
Experiments: For this purpose, we investigated the response of five copolymers with the same molar mass and 
chemical composition, but with different composition profile in aqueous solution against temperature. Using 
complementary analytical techniques, we probed structural properties at different length scales, from the mo-
lecular scale with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) to the colloidal scale with Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
and Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). 
Findings: NMR and SANS investigations strengthen each other and allow a clear picture of the change of 
copolymer solubility and related copolymer self-assembly as a function of temperature. At the molecular scale, 
dehydrating NIPAM units drag N,N-dimethyl acrylamide (DMA) moieties with them in a gradual collapse of the 
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copolymer chain; this induces a morphological transition of the self-assemblies from star-like nanostructures to 
crew-cut micelles. Interestingly, the transition spans a temperature range which depends on the monomer dis-
tribution profile in the copolymer chain, with the asymmetric triblock copolymer specimen revealing the 
broadest one. We show that the broad morphological transitions associated with gradient copolymers can be 
mimicked and even surpassed by the use of stepwise gradient (asymmetric) copolymers, which can be more 
easily and reproducibly synthesized than linear gradient copolymers.   

1. Introduction 

Thermoresponsive polymers such as poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) 
(PNIPAM) have been studied for over 50 years [1]. PNIPAM is soluble in 
water up to ca. 32 ◦C; above this temperature, known as cloud point 
temperature, PNIPAM chains undergo dehydration, collapse and pre-
cipitate from aqueous solution. This lower critical solution temperature 
(LCST) behavior in a biological temperature range makes it an appealing 
stimuli-responsive system for biomedical applications. [2–4] In addition 
to PNIPAM, many other polymers, e. g., poly(propylene oxide) [5], 
polyacrylamides [1,6,7], polyoxazolines [8], poly(oligoethyleneglycol) 
acrylates [9], poly(N-vinyllactams) [10–12] and polypeptides [13,14], 
show similar LCST behavior provided that a right balance of hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic elements is in place. Most of the literature on ther-
moresponsive polymers concentrates on how the LCST can be increased 
or decreased via copolymerization with hydrophilic [15–17] or hydro-
phobic monomers, respectively [18,19]. For example, quaternization of 
only 3 mol% of the monomer units of poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 
methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) leads to an increase in cloud point temper-
ature from 28 to 61 ◦C [20]. Similarly, N-n-propyl acrylamide and N- 
ethyl acrylamide can be mixed in different amounts to modulate the 
cloud point temperature of their aqueous solutions from 20 to >85 ◦C 
[21]. Statistical or block copolymers of hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
monomers, such as ethyl lactate acrylate and N,N-dimethyl lactamide 
acrylate, may show LCST behavior even when their respective homo-
polymers do not [22]. 

Even the presence of low molar mass end groups in the polymer 
chains [23–27] or a change from linear to cyclic topology [28] can alter 
the LCST behavior. For example, the presence of a dodecyl end group 
lowers the cloud point temperature of PNIPAM [29], while the presence 
of a hydrophilic end group will increase it [7,29]. These effects decrease 
in intensity as the PNIPAM chain length increases. From the point of 
view of macromolecular design, this sensitivity to molecular architec-
ture is both a blessing and a curse. On the one hand, thermoresponsive 
behavior can be modulated across a wide range of temperature; on the 
other hand, the combined or contrasting effect of these structural pa-
rameters must be considered when designing a thermoresponsive sys-
tem, in particular if a control in the self-assembling properties is aimed. 

Aqueous solutions of diblock copolymers containing a LCST segment 
and a hydrophilic segment undergo micellization upon heating, while 
triblock copolymers comprising two LCST blocks connected by a central 
hydrophilic block form gels if appropriately concentrated, or flowerlike 
micelles in a dilute regime [30–35]. In these cases, the hydrophilic 
segment must be sufficiently long to stabilize the formed micelles, but 
not so long as to inhibit interactions between the thermoresponsive 
segments. End groups can significantly affect the self-organization of the 
structures: the presence of a dodecyl group is sufficient to induce ag-
gregation of PNIPAM and other thermoresponsive polyacrylamides at 
room temperature; [21,27,29,36] whereas with two dodecyl end groups, 
flower-like micelles can form [27]. A recent study of 3- and 5-block 
copolymers containing alternating segments of PNIPAM and hydro-
philic poly(dimethyl acrylamide) (PDMA) with the same compositional 
ratio revealed that the way hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments are 
distributed along the chain modifies the aggregation behavior as a 
function of temperature [27]. In the case of the pentablock copolymer 
with a single dodecyl chain end, an anomalous cloud point behavior was 
observed by turbidimetry and it corresponded to the formation of stable 

mesoglobules at high temperatures. 
Other examples in the literature show that even more complex in-

teractions can be observed when polymer segments with different 
thermoresponsive behavior are combined, revealing the role of copol-
ymer structure. A block copolymer formed of two statistical segments of 
N-propyl and N-ethyl acrylamide with individual cloud point tempera-
tures of 37 and 52 ◦C, respectively, displayed a double transition as 
revealed by turbidimetry and dynamic light scattering (DLS) [21]. The 
transitions were broadened and displaced, with midpoints at 42 and 
46 ◦C. Similarly, block statistical copolymers of N-acryloylpyrrolidine 
(APy, LCST = 47 ◦C) and N-acryloylpiperidine (APi, LCST = 4 ◦C) 
containing a P(APy) segment and a statistical segment of P(APy-co-APi) 
revealed two separate transitions when the difference in cloud point 
temperatures of the individual segments was greater than 20 ◦C, but a 
single broad transition when the difference was smaller [36]. 

Such broad transitions are frequently associated with gradient co-
polymers and are accompanied by modification of the self-assemblies in 
solution [37–40]. A thermoresponsive gradient copolymer can be 
regarded as a copolymer whose composition, and hence whose cloud 
point temperature, varies smoothly along the length of the chain. As 
temperature is increased, one would expect that an increasing fraction of 
the polymer will become insoluble. Indeed, aggregation of gradient 
copolymers of hydroxyethyl methacrylate and DMAEMA was detected 
by DLS around the cloud point temperature of their most hydrophobic 
end, while macroscopic clouding, corresponding to the formation of 
larger aggregates, was only observed at temperatures when around 30 % 
of the chain was estimated to be insoluble [40]. Gradient copolymers of 
vinyl ethers in water [39], and of lauryl methacrylate and styrene in a 
selective solvent for lauryl methacrylate [41] formed micelles that 
shrank as temperature was increased, which was attributed to a larger 
proportion of the polymer becoming insoluble and transferred from the 
swollen shell to the collapsed core. 

This simple picture of gradient copolymers is appealing, but the 
examples of block and block-statistical copolymers cited above show 
that it is incomplete and a thorough understanding of the role of the 
copolymer microstructure is still missing. Aggregates of block-statistical 
copolymers of APy and APi also shrink as temperature is increased [36], 
while block copolymers of NIPAM and DMA [27], or ethyl lactate 
acrylate and dimethyl lactamide acrylate [22] can show similar 
behavior to statistical copolymers, their self-assemblies can grow in size 
or precipitate. Meanwhile, gradient copolymers may show the sharp 
transitions associated with statistical copolymers. [42,43]. 

Thus, the aim of this contribution is to explore the impact of the 
distribution of thermoresponsive monomer units along copolymer 
chains on thermal transitions and self-assembly in aqueous solution. 

For this purpose, we synthesised five copolymers with a molar mass 
of 20 kg mol-1 and a global copolymer composition of 50 mol % DMA 
and 50 mol % NIPAM (Fig. 1): a P(NIPAM-stat-DMA) statistical copol-
ymer (S20K), a PNIPAM-block-PDMA block copolymer (B20K), an 
asymmetric diblock copolymer with two P(NIPAM-stat-DMA) blocks 
with equal targeted molar mass of 10 kg mol-1 containing 84 mol % and 
16 mol % NIPAM respectively (D20k), an asymmetric triblock with a 
short PNIPAM block, a P(NIPAM-stat-DMA) statistical segment con-
taining 50 % NIPAM as well as a short PDMA block (T20K), and a P 
(NIPAM-grad-DMA) linear gradient copolymer (G20K). DMA was chosen 
because its homopolymer is soluble in water at all temperatures and it 
has a similar reactivity to NIPAM (rDMA = 0.8, rNIPAM = 1.1) [44] 
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allowing the formation of near random copolymers across a wide range 
of feed compositions with minimal composition drift. 

The same overall composition was chosen for all copolymers so that 
changes in the assembly behaviour could not be attributed to differences 
in the content of the hydrophilic monomer and its influence on the cloud 
point value or on the hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio above NIPAM 
transition. The composition profiles of the G20K, D20K and T20K co-
polymers were selected so that the expected value of the position of the 
center of mass of the NIPAM units is 0.33 of the total length of the 
polymer chain, measuring from the NIPAM-rich end. For comparison, 
the corresponding values for the block and statistical copolymers are 
0.25 and 0.5, respectively (see Supporting Information, SI, section S1.3 
for details). 

We examined copolymer aqueous solutions over a temperature range 
from room temperature to 70 ◦C, well above the NIPAM cloud point 
temperature. To unravel the molecular details of the NIPAM thermal 
transition and its impact on copolymer self-assembly on a range of 
length scales—from molecular to hundreds of nanometers—we 
employed DLS, proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR), and 
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) techniques. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Synthetic procedures 

(Co)polymerizations of DMA and NIPAM were conducted via the 
reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) process. The 

gradient profile was obtained with a starved feed semi-batch process. 
The asymmetric diblock and triblock copolymers were synthesized using 
a robotic parallel synthesizer. See SI section S1 for details. 

2.2. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

DLS experiments were performed on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS 
equipped with a 633 nm laser module and a detection angle of 173◦. 
Measurements were triplicated; each one with a duration of 300 s. So-
lutions of 1 wt% of copolymer were prepared in ultrapure water and 
temperature was varied between 25 and 70 ◦C using 5 ◦C steps. 

2.3. Proton nuclear magnetic resonance(1H NMR) at different 
temperatures 

1H NMR experiments as a function of temperature (from 25 ◦C up to 
70 ◦C with 5 ◦C intervals) were performed on a Bruker Avance III HD 
400 MHz spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm TBO probe. The used 
measuring parameters were: Pulse sequence zgpr (program with pre 
saturation of the water signal), number of accumulation (NS = 32), 
relaxation time (D1 = 2 s), acquisition time (AQ = 4 s) and temperature 
range from 298 to 343 K. All the copolymer solutions were prepared in 
deuterium oxide (D2O) at a concentration of 1 wt%. 3(trimethylsilyl)- 
propionic acid-D4 (10 mM) was used as chemical shift internal refer-
ence (0 ppm) and as internal standard. To estimate the ratio of NIPAM to 
DMA units in aqueous solution, the integral values of the corresponding 
signals were utilized in the following normalized equations: 

rNIPAM,w =

∫
NIPAM

(
∫

NIPAM +
∫

DMA)
; rDMA,w =

∫
DMA

(
∫

NIPAM +
∫

DMA)
(1) 

The change in the obtained integral values as a function of temper-
ature was then fit to a sigmoidal error function (equation (2) using a 
nonlinear least squares fitting. 

A =
A0 + Af

2
−

A0 − Af

2
erf

(
T − TÂ½̅̅̅

2
√

σ

)

(2)  

In this model, Ao represents the integral value of the signal at low 
temperature, Af the integral value of the signal at high temperature, T½ 
the temperature midpoint of the transition, and σ is a parameter that 
determines the width of the transition (68 % of the transition takes place 
between T½-σ and T½+σ). More details and all the results obtained from 
this procedure are shown in Figure S10, and the corresponding param-
eters are summarized in Tables 1 and S7 in SI. 

2.4. Small angle Neutron scattering (SANS) 

SANS measurements were performed on KWS-1 at the research 
reactor FRM II (Jülich Centre for Neutron Science) [45]. All samples 
were measured at the following settings: 8/1.13/4.93, 8/7.63/4.93, 
with collimation and detector distances in m, and wavelength in Å. This 
led to a q-range from 0.007 to 0.4 Å− 1. All data were corrected for 
background and detector efficiency, radially averaged and calibrated to 
absolute units (with a secondary plexiglass sample) using the software 
qtiKWS and qtiSAS (https://www.qtisas.com). The acquisition times 
were chosen so that the radially averaged intensities had a statistical 
noise lesser than 1 %. The temperature of the 2x12 sample rack was 
controlled using a recirculating water bath. 

The data were interpreted using two different models with the SASfit 
program. One model was developed by Dozier for star polymers where 
the polymer branches come out from the centre forming blobs [46]. It is 
composed of a Guinier term to determine the gyration radius of the 
nano-object and a mass fractal term for the contribution of the polymer 
arms. 

The other selected model describes micelles with a homogeneous 
core and a shell with a decaying density profile. The chains in the shell 

Fig. 1. Schematic representations of the chemical formula and of the investi-
gated NIPAM-DMA copolymer composition profiles. The orange fraction rep-
resents the proportion of NIPAM in the copolymer along the chain: for example, 
it is constant in the statistical copolymer in which NIPAM is randomly mixed 
with DMA; it varies gradually from one end, mainly composed of NIPAM, to the 
other, mainly composed of DMA, in the case of linear gradient copolymer. The 
center of mass of the distribution of NIPAM monomer units within the copol-
ymer is represented by a black dot (see SI for more details). (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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are semi flexible with excluded volume effects. For a detailed descrip-
tion of the data modelling, we refer the reader to SI section S4. 

3. Results and discussion 

We first performed DLS measurements on the five copolymers of 
different composition profile at temperatures ranging from 25 to 70 ◦C 
using 5 ◦C increments. All hydrodynamic diameters (Dh) and poly-
dispersity index (PDI) values are summarized in Table S6 and 
Figures S6-S8 in SI; some of them are reported in Fig. 2. 

The copolymers of this study self-assemble below the LCST of PNI-
PAM because of the presence of the hydrophobic dodecyl group of the 
RAFT agent (see chemical structure in Fig. 1), as has previously been 
reported [29] for PNIPAM homopolymers in the molar mass range from 
1 to 11 KDa. At 25 ◦C all copolymers, except G20K, show a monomodal 
distribution of assemblies with a PDI value lower than 0.2 and particle 
size in the range from 22 to 25 nm. 

The G20K particle assemblies display a bimodal intensity-weighted 
distribution, with a major component having a size similar to the 
other investigated copolymers (around 30 nm) and a minor component 

in the 200 nm range, possibly due to some ill-defined aggregates (refer to 
Fig. 2a and b and SI, Figure S8). As the intensity-weighted distribution is 
strongly biased towards larger particles, the minor component repre-
sents a negligible fraction of the mass and number distributions. 

Upon heating, all copolymer self-assemblies, except the S20K, 
increased in size and decreased in PDI value (see Fig. 2c). They revealed 
a broad transition starting around 30 ◦C and reaching a plateau around 
50 to 60 ◦C, depending on the copolymer composition profile. No pre-
cipitation was observed under the investigated experimental conditions, 
which suggests that the self-assemblies were stabilized by the PDMA- 
rich segments in the copolymer chains that conveyed dispersibility to 
the nanostructures even at relatively high temperatures. By contrast, the 
statistical copolymer S20K did not significantly change in size up to 
55 ◦C, and precipitated at 60 ◦C (Figure S6 and Table S6 in SI) in 
agreement with previous reports [15]. 

To better understand the phase transition of the investigated co-
polymers at the molecular level, 1H NMR investigations of aqueous so-
lutions of the copolymers (10 mg mL− 1 in D2O) in the temperature range 
from 25 to 70 ◦C [38,47] were performed (Figure S9 in SI displays 
typical 1H NMR spectra obtained from these investigations). 

Fig. 2. Intensity weighted size distributions of hydrodynamic diameters measured by DLS at different temperatures for B20K (a) and G20K (b); c) Z-average hy-
drodynamic diameters as a function of temperature for all copolymers. Dashed lines at 32 ◦C and 60 ◦C correspond to the cloud point temperature of PNIPAM and 1:1 
P(NIPAM-co-DMA) statistical copolymer, respectively. 
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These 1H NMR measurements enabled us to distinguish changes in 
the solubility of each type of monomer as a function of temperature as 
the evolution of the signals of the methylene proton of NIPAM at 3.9 
ppm and the methyl proton of DMA at 3 ppm can be regarded as local 
markers of chain collapse. As shown in Fig. 3 for the case of G20K (and 
Figure S10 in SI for all the copolymers), upon heating, the integral value 
of the 1H NMR signals ascribed to NIPAM and DMA units decreased, 
indicating restricted motion of monomer segments as the polymer 
chains collapse; this has previously been observed for NIPAM signals for 
example [38,47] and can be used to determine the midpoint of polymer 
collapse in an analogous way to the critical micellar temperature as 
already shown for Pluronics [48,49]. Interestingly, we found that the 
integral value of these NIPAM and DMA signals decreased at rates that 
varied according to the compositional profiles of the copolymers. 

The results are consistent with a polymer collapse that originates at 
the dodecyl end group and gradually moves along the polymer chain as 
shown by the agreement between the experimental NMR data and the 
model shown in Fig. 3 (see Figure S11 and section S3 in SI for details). 
Hence, in the case of B20K, the integral value of the 1H NMR signals 
ascribed to the NIPAM units decreased, while those of the DMA units 
remained nearly constant. For the copolymers D20K, T20K and G20K, by 
contrast, the integral value of the 1H NMR signals of both NIPAM and 
DMA units decreased in a manner that was consistent with their 
changing composition profiles. This is particularly evident for the 
gradient copolymer G20K, whose changing 1H NMR signals are consis-
tent with the increase in the DMA content of the collapsing polymer 
(Fig. 3 – G20K; results for all the investigated copolymers can be found 
in Figure S11 in SI). 

The apparent NIPAM:DMA ratio in D2O at 25 ◦C, was typically lower 
than the ratio determined in CDCl3, a good solvent for both segments 
(Table S7 in SI) which, in turn, was consistent with the expected ratio, 
based on the conversion of each monomer during copolymer synthesis. 
This indicates that even at room temperature the NIPAM-rich segments 
are partially collapsed, which is consistent with the aggregates observed 
with DLS. 

The 1H NMR results were used to determine the fraction of collapsed 
polymer as a function of temperature, as shown in Fig. 4. Regardless of 

the composition profile of the investigated copolymers, heating from 25 
to 70 ◦C results in a collapse of ca. 40 to 50 % of the monomer units in 
the copolymer chains. For the block and asymmetric diblock copolymers 
(B20K and D20K, respectively), this corresponds to ca. 80 % of the 
NIPAM-rich segment, while for the triblock copolymer this corresponds 
to the entire NIPAM homopolymer block and up to half of the 1:1 DMA: 
NIPAM copolymer block. 

The increase in the fraction of collapsed polymer chains with 
increasing temperature was empirically fitted to a 4-parameter 
sigmoidal function (see SI for details of the fitting procedure). This 
function was used to establish the midpoint of the thermal transition 
(T½), as well as a parameter related to its breadth (2σ). These parameters 
are summarized in Table 1. 

As temperature increased, the chain collapse was first observed for 
the block copolymer B20K (around 35 ◦C), followed by the gradient 
copolymer G20K (around 40 ◦C) and, finally, for the asymmetric diblock 
copolymer D20K (around 45 ◦C). The thermal transition corresponding 
to B20K is sharper (2σ = 9 ◦C) than that of the gradient (2σ = 13 ◦C) and 
asymmetric diblock (2σ = 14 ◦C) copolymers. Finally, the asymmetric 
triblock copolymer T20K displayed a considerably broader transition 
(2σ = 24 ◦C) centred around 41 ◦C. Although this copolymer contains 
two thermoresponsive segments, only a single, very broad, thermal 
transition was detected. For comparison, polymers with the same 
composition as the triblock segments, PNIPAM homopolymer and 1:1 P 
(DMA:NIPAM) statistical copolymer, precipitated abruptly at 32 ◦C and 
60 ◦C, respectively. 

These results show that chain collapse in both the block and gradient 
copolymers takes place across a wide temperature range, even for block 
copolymers with a sharp or a step-wise change in composition. The 
presence of a hydrophilic block increases both the midpoint and breadth 
of the thermal transition, suggesting an effect which is strongest at the 
junction of the two blocks, and diminishes as the distance from the 
junction increases. As a result, the asymmetric triblock copolymer T20K 
yields a thermal transition even broader than that of its analogous linear 
gradient copolymer. 

We further evaluated the effects of temperature and composition 
profile on the structure of the self-assembled copolymers using SANS 
and connected the described 1H NMR findings with the SANS results. 
Scattering curves were recorded at 5 different temperatures in the range 
from 25 to 65 ◦C (Figs. 5 and 6). All fitting parameters are reported in 
Tables S8 to S11 in SI, while the most relevant ones are summarized in 
Table 2. 

At 25 ◦C, well below T1/2, the scattering curves of all the investigated 
copolymers (shown in Fig. 5a and Figure S16) reveal the presence of self- 
assembled nanostructures, in accordance with the DLS and NMR results. 
This self-assembly process is driven by hydrophobic interactions be-
tween the dodecyl end groups of the copolymer chains. 

The observed scattering patterns resemble those typically observed 
for star-like polymers, which are well described by the Dozier model (see 
black lines in Fig. 5a and details in SI) [50]: they exhibited a Guinier 
region at low q values followed by a power-law trend in the high q range: 
I(q) ~ q(-1/ν), where ν represents the Flory exponent which depends on 
the quality of the solvent. For all copolymer solutions, the Flory expo-
nent is equal to 1.6, suggesting that the polymer chains are swollen in 
solution. The Dozier model distinguishes two main length scales: the 
radius of gyration, Rg, of the self-assembly and the correlation length, ξ, 
inside the star. [46] From SANS analysis of the data at 25 ◦C, we 
conclude that all of the copolymers form star-like assemblies with a low 
aggregation number (in the range from 3 to 7) and a radius of gyration in 
the range from 81 to 93 Å (see Table 2). At this temperature, the 
observed differences in size can be ascribed to differences in the molar 
mass of the copolymer chains, without a significant effect of the 
copolymer composition profile. 

The scattering curves recorded at 65 ◦C, well above T1/2, are dis-
played in Fig. 5b (Figure S16 at 55 ◦C before precipitation for S20K). At 
this temperature, the thermal transition detected by NMR is complete. 

Fig. 3. Progressive polymer chain collapse in aqueous solution as a function of 
temperature for copolymer G20K. Red and black circles show the normalized 
integral value of the 1H NMR signals for DMA and NIPAM, respectively. Red 
and black lines show the predicted normalized integral value of the 1H NMR 
signals for the corresponding fraction of collapsed polymer based on the 
copolymer composition profile (see section S3 in SI for details). (For interpre-
tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.) 
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For all copolymers, except S20K, the shape of the curves changes 
considerably with respect to T = 25 ◦C: 

(i) The power-law trend appears at higher q values, while the Flory 
exponent approaches 1, characteristic of polymer chains in a semi-dilute 
regime. This indicates an obvious change in the solvent quality at T =
65 ◦C due to the presence of NIPAM in the copolymer chain. 

(ii) In the intermediate q range, a significant change in the slope of 
the curves and an oscillation are observed, which suggests the formation 
of core–shell micelles. 

(iii) Furthermore, the scattering intensity at low q values increases, 
which indicates an increase in the aggregation number of the self- 
assemblies. This can be ascribed to the greater hydrophobicity of 
NIPAM-rich segments when heated above their cloud point temperature, 
which promotes polymer–polymer interactions. 

All these curves are well described by a model that includes a ho-
mogeneous core formed by the collapsed polymer fraction obtained by 

NMR and a shell with a decaying density profile. The contribution of 
polymer segments in the shell is described by semi-flexible chains with 
excluded volume effects (see section S4 in SI for details). 

From the results reported in Table 2, we conclude that when the 
NIPAM transition is complete, the copolymer self-assemblies are crew- 
cut micelles, with a core radius greater than the thickness of the shell 
(see Table 2). The total radius (core + shell) of the micelles is within 10 
% of the hydrodynamic radius measured by DLS, indicating the good 
agreement between the results of the different experimental techniques. 
The polymer chains in the core are highly stretched and hydrated with a 
fraction of solvent ranging from 0.66 to 0.73, similar to the meso-
globules formed by multiblock P(NIPAM-DMA) copolymers observed by 
Ohnsorg et al. [27] This may explain why the NMR signals attributed to 
NIPAM protons do not completely vanish at high temperature, even in 
the block copolymer B20K. 

Any small differences in size between the different comonomer 
composition profiles (i.e, block, diblock and triblock copolymers) are 
within the uncertainty of the fitting procedure of the experimental re-
sults (see Table 2). Hence, it can be concluded that the comonomer 
composition profile does not significantly impact the behaviour of these 
systems at temperatures well above (65 ◦C) or below (25 ◦C) the thermal 
transition, and that the structural details of the self-assemblies are 
mainly determined by the overall hydrophobic fraction (related to the 
fraction of collapsed polymer chains in Fig. 4 and Table 1, which is ca. 
0.4 for all copolymers). 

Nevertheless, S20K, where NIPAM and DMA monomer units are 
randomly mixed, behaves differently. Its SANS curve was not sensibly 
affected by temperature: only a contraction of the core of the assemblies 
was observed (the scattering curve moves to smaller q values) and some 
aggregation phenomena before precipitation was observed at higher 
temperature (a slight increase of the low q scattering intensity), which 
confirms what was observed by DLS (see Figure S16). This difference 

Fig. 4. Fraction of collapsed polymer (assuming a progressive chain collapse from the C12H25 terminus) as a function of temperature for the investigated copolymers: 
a) B20K and D20K; b) T20K and G20K. Open symbols represent experimental points derived from NMR measurements, while the solid curves represent the best fit of 
a 4-parameter sigmoidal function used to establish the location and breadth of the thermal transition. On the right side of both plots, there is a schematic repre-
sentation of the fraction of collapsed polymer at different temperatures. 

Table 1 
Characteristic values of the thermal transition of copolymer aqueous solutions. 
T1/2 corresponds to the midpoint of the transition, while 2σ is an indication of its 
breadth. The values were obtained by fitting experimentally obtained integral 
values of 1H NMR signals (A) to equation (2). XINITIAL and XFINAL correspond to 
the fraction of collapsed polymer at low and high temperature, respectively, and 
were obtained using equation S2 – S6 in SI. *The apparent negative value of 
XINITIAL for G20K can be attributed to uncertainty in the integration procedure of 
the corresponding NMR signals and is not significantly different from zero.   

T1/2 (◦C) 2σ (◦C) Xinitial XFINAL 

B20K 35 9  0.05  0.42 
D20K 45 14  0.05  0.42 
T20K 41 24  0.11  0.47 
G20K 40 13  − 0.02*  0.44  
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indicates the need for a DMA polymer sequence long enough to stabilize 
the self-assemblies and confirms the role of thermoresponsive monomer 
distribution in the control of the morphological transition. 

However, the behaviour of these systems is significantly different 
around their transition. The structural changes that occur between 25 
and 65 ◦C depend on the comonomer composition profile. The scattering 
curves recorded at different temperatures (see Fig. 6) reveal details of 
the evolution from star-like self-assemblies to crew-cut micelles. 

The morphological evolution of self-assemblies of block copolymer 
B20K (Fig. 6a) is mainly ascribed to the collapse of the NIPAM segments 
as characterized by 1H NMR. At 35 ◦C, the thermal transition is at its 
onset and the self-assemblies are still well described by a star-like 
polymer model. At this temperature, changes in the curves mainly 
occur in the low q region, which relates to the overall size of the 
nanostructures. The aggregation number is slightly increased as 

compared to 25 ◦C, suggesting that dehydration of the NIPAM units is 
the main driving force for the structural changes. 

At 45 ◦C, the transition towards crew-cut micelles is practically 
complete. The scattering curve shows the oscillations typically observed 
in spherical core–shell micelles. No further significant changes are 
observed upon heating the system above 45 ◦C, in agreement with the 
NMR measurements (Fig. 4a). 

The scattering curves of aqueous solutions of copolymer G20K are 
displayed in Fig. 6d. Here too, the morphological transition to crew-cut 
micelles is complete at 45 ◦C. In this case, however, the micelles 
continue to evolve upon further heating, with an increase in the core 
radius and aggregation number, and a slight decrease in the shell 
thickness. This is consistent with NMR measurements showing that the 
fraction of collapsed chains slowly increases from 0.35 at 45 ◦C to 0.46 
at 65 ◦C (Fig. 4b). Both NIPAM and DMA units are involved in the chain 

Fig. 5. Neutron scattering intensity as a function of the scattering vector for the different copolymers with molar mass of 20 kDa at a) T = 25 ◦C and b) T = 65◦; the 
curves have been arbitrarily shifted to facilitate comparisons. The black solid lines are the fitted curves using the Dozier model at T = 25 ◦C and core–shell model 
(homogeneous core and decaying density profile in the shell) at T = 65 ◦C. 

Fig. 6. Neutron scattering intensity as a function of the scattering vector at temperatures between T = 35 ◦C and T = 65 ◦C for the different copolymers with molar 
mass 20KDa; a) B20k, b) D20k, c) T20k and d) G20k. The curves have been arbitrarily shifted to allow a better comparison. The black solid lines are the best fits using 
the models described in the text. 
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collapse. The pronounced increase in aggregation number from 45 to 
65 ◦C indicates that micelles continue to grow, either by fusion or by 
individual transfer of polymer chains via an Ostwald ripening-type 
process. 

For copolymers D20K and T20K, the morphological transition occurs 
more gradually (see Fig. 6b and 6c). Upon heating from 25 to 35 ◦C, the 
aggregation number slightly increases with a negligible effect on the 
radius of gyration of the nanostructures. The structures are well 
described by the Dozier model, indicating a star-like polymer structure. 
At 45 ◦C both star-like polymer and crew-cut micelle models adequately 
describe the data. This may indicate the co-existence of both types of 
self-assemblies and/or an intermediate structure between a star-like 
polymer and crew-cut micelles. 

At 55 ◦C the transition to crew-cut micelles is complete for both 
D20K and T20K samples, and the Dozier model no longer adequately 
describes the scattering data. The core radius and aggregation number 
continue to increase as temperature increases from 55 to 65 ◦C, while the 
shell thickness slightly decreases (D20K) or remains roughly constant 
(T20K). Broadly speaking, the comparisons of aggregation numbers with 
the core radius align with the findings from NMR studies, indicating a 
propensity for the collapse of polymer chains along the transition. The 
shell thickness parameter is somewhat more nuanced, yet it also in-
dicates subtle tendencies toward collapse. 

Thus, the morphological transitions of these self-assembled nano-
structures are impacted by the copolymer composition profile, despite 
their identical overall compositions. The thermal transition of copol-
ymer B20K, containing only homopolymer blocks, is complete at 45 ◦C 
and little structural change is observed upon further heating. On the 
other hand the asymmetric diblock, triblock and gradient copolymers 
D20K, T20K, and G20K form self-assemblies that continue to evolve 
even after the morphological transition from star-like polymer to crew- 
cut micelle structures is complete, increasing in both size and aggrega-
tion number as the collapse of the copolymer chains continues upon 
further heating. 

4. Conclusions 

Our results demonstrate that by an appropriate design of the copol-
ymer composition profile, keeping the same overall chemical composi-
tion, it is possible to modulate both the location and breadth of the 
thermal transition, which can be even broader than those that can be 
obtained from linear gradient copolymers. In particular, we show that: 

(i) the thermal transitions have a subtle influence on the self- 
assembling properties which can then be tailored by adjusting the 
monomer profile in copolymer chains with the same chemical 
composition. 

The presence of opportunely distributed hydrophilic monomers in a 
NIPAM-based copolymer not only influences its transition temperature 
in aqueous solution, but also increases the breadth of the transition. At 
the molecular scale, dehydrating NIPAM units drag DMA monomer units 

with them in a gradual collapse of the copolymer chain. This collapse 
starts from the hydrophobic end group and propagates along the chain 
towards the hydrophilic end. The gradual collapse of NIPAM-rich seg-
ments does not induce polymer precipitation, due to the presence of 
hydrophilic DMA-rich segments, but it causes a morphological transition 
of the self-assemblies from star-like polymer to crew-cut micelles. 

(ii) the transition spans a temperature range which depends on the 
monomer distribution profile in the copolymer chain. An asymmetric 
diblock copolymer composed of two statistical blocks with different 
mean compositions shows a transition of similar breadth to that of a 
gradient copolymer, although at a slightly higher temperature, while an 
asymmetric triblock copolymer shows an even broader transition. 

(iii) gradient-like behaviour can be obtained from block copolymers 
containing only two or three statistical segments, which are obtained by 
a much simpler synthetic procedure than that required for gradient 
copolymers. 

The use of complementary techniques, DLS, NMR, and SANS, which 
probe scales ranging from molecular to meso-scale, is essential for an in- 
depth characterization of structural transitions of thermoresponsive 
copolymers with block, gradient and asymmetric block-statistical 
copolymer profiles. 

In particular, the results of NMR analysis were used in an original 
way to refine the interpretation of data obtained from SANS, leading to a 
clearer picture of the chain collapse process than that could be obtained 
from either technique in isolation. 

In summary, these results demonstrate the use of macromolecular 
engineering to generate materials which gradually transition from one 
to another state and open new avenues for the preparation of nano-
particles with continuous and nuanced responses to changes in their 
environment, a prerequisite of truly smart materials. 
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Table 2 
Values of the fitting parameters obtained from the Dozier and micelle models. Rg is the overall radius of gyration of the self-assemblies; Nag is the aggregation number; 
Rcore is the radius of the core; tshell is the thickness of the shell.  

B20k 25 ◦C 35 ◦C 45 ◦C 55 ◦C 65 ◦C G20k 25 ◦C 35 ◦C 45 ◦C 55 ◦C 65 ◦C 

Rg (Å) 81a 80a 96b 96b 97b  93 87 125 131 142 
Nag 

c 4 6 26 31 33  3 5 36 55 75 
Rcore (Å)d   79 ± 15 86 ± 13 90 ± 12    84 ± 18 105 ± 15 117 ± 14 
tshell (Å)d   48 ± 1 50 ± 1 49 ± 1    65 ± 14 59 ± 7 59 ± 7 
Nag

d   32 44 50    42 80 124 
D20k      T20k      
Rg (Å) 82 a 76 a 75 a 96b 103b  89 a 85 a 96 a 105b 112b 

Nag 
c 4 5 9 28 40  3 4 13 24 35 

Rcore (Å)d   44 ± 8 77 ± 15 91 ± 13    61 ± 14 78 ± 17 96 ± 14 
tshell (Å)d   63 ± 7 42 ± 5 44 ± 5    55 ± 18 48 ± 9 54 ± 9 
Nag

d   13 38 62    15 31 57 

a) obtained from Dozier model; b) obtained from Guinier fit; c) obtained from low q absolute intensity values; d) obtained from micelle fitting. 
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